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BYZANTINE EDUCATION
he would 'mount' from logic to speculation, and in
would try to entangle his opponent in a 'Cretan
perplexity. In reading he would pass from Aristotle to Plato
and the works of the Neoplatonists, Plotinus, and Proclus,
and would apply to his understanding of Platonic doctrines
all his previously gained knowledge of the natural and
mathematical sciences. One of these, astronomy, might
lead on in certain cases to theology, the contemplation of
Him Who created the stars, the 'philosophy among ourselves',
'divine learning', the 'science of more perfect things'.
Of these higher studies rhetoric is pronounced by Syne-
sius to be indispensable for serving one's city, but'philosophy
in itself is worth more'. Psellus tells us that few are proficient
in both, but he himself claims to have mastered philosophy^
rhetoric, geometry, music, astronomy, and even theology, in
short, 'every branch of knowledge, not Greek and Latin
philosophy only, but also Chaldaean, Egyptian, and Jewish'.
We must pause a moment to consider the disconcerting
looseness in the Byzantine use of educational terms. Thus
the adjective encyclios applied to education (paideia or pai-
deusis\ which to Quintilian had meant 'all-embracing', was
gradually degraded to signify 'preliminary'. This change of
sense came about in a curious fashion. The twelfth-century
Tzetzes, following the etymology, seems at first sight to have
kept the old wide meaning, for his 'circle of learning' com-
prises the quadriuium of arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy, and also grammar, rhetoric, and philosophy.
But when we realize that philosophy to him is merely the
pagan philosophy which ever since the days of the Greek
Fathers had been the step below theology, we see how in his
view the 'circle' has become 'preliminary* to this highest of
studies. But this is not all. Encyclios paideia in Byzantine
literature usually means something lower still. It denotes
'school learning' as preliminary to all higher studies (e.g.
in Anna Comnena's Alexiad} or it may mean simply 'the
rudiments' as the 'foundation' for study of any kind (e.g. to
the eighth-century monk Cosmas). It is thus equivalent to
purely elementary instruction in language and the outlines
of Grammatike to which it served as an introduction. Psellus
(eleventh century) gives as the three stages of education

